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Unique
solid marble
that lasts forever



Who we are ?
Global Marble Manufacturing company is one of the Global Mining Group companies. GMMC was 
established in 2018. It is the first and only artificial marble manufacturer in Sultanate of Oman. GMMC is 
determined in using the latest marble manufacturing technology, to meet the criteria of international 
standards. GMMC also produces Calcium Carbonate (CaCo3) using Omani limestone. 
As the modern world is achieving new milestones, especially in architectural projects, the market is relying 
immensely on the industrial marble, which gives the vast options in designs, industrial marble is steadily 
dominating the international market. Artificial marble is also linked to modern architectural designs in the 
world of interior design.

Architectural innovation & distinction 
in manufacturing.



Artificial Marble 
Our Products
GMMC manufactures the best quality Industrial Marble. We use the latest technology for the manufacturing 
of artificial marble. GMMC is determined in delivering the high quality products to its intended users by not 
compromising on its quality.
We are the only Omani company to deliver the internationally standard local made artificial marble in domestic 
and international market.

ONYX marble
Onyx Marble is one of its own kind. Onyx Marble is one of the most elegant product and is consider as one of 
the most precious product in world of interior design. 
We manufacture the Onyx Marble on demand, it is characterized by its ability to refracts the  light to give a 
modern look for specific uses in interior decoration, and it is one of the manifestations of modern fashion in 
the world of interior design.

Calcium Carbonate powder “CaCO3”
Calcium carbonate powder is extracted from Omani limestone as a raw material from our own quarries in 
Dhofar Governorate, and the powder is manufactured separately according to its multiple uses in the 
manufacture of dyes, plastics, oils, rubber, cement, glass, iron and steel, oil refining, paper, roads, building 
materials and other industries.



Features:

Resistant to 
bacterial growth

Hardness
Higher fire 
resistance

Higher resistance 
to fluid absorption

ECO-FRIENDLY 
PRODUCT

Luminosity
Gloss/Glitter

Slip ResistantFor all internal 
uses



Thickness: 1.6 cm, 1.8 cm, 2.0 cm
Panels size: 270 cm * 180 cm

The Quality:

Specifications:

We work to ensure that our products are characterized by quality and perfection to match the highest 
standards required in the markets. Our quality team follows the smallest details from the initial stages 
of manufacturing to the final product, and our customer relation team pays full attention to the opinions 
and feedbacks of the customers and follow up on the latest developments in the market to keep up with 
them periodically.



NOTE: The colors shown in the pictures may not match with the marble in reality.

LIGHT COLLECTION

GM
-101

Global White

GM
-102

GM
-103

GM
-122

GM
-401

Kashmiri Duqm

Luban Shining White



NOTE: The colors shown in the pictures may not match with the marble in reality.

MIX COLLECTION

GM
-108

GM
-107

GM
-111

GM
-129

GM
-135

Global Beige

Al-Maha Reedan

Maqshin Ashor



NOTE: The colors shown in the pictures may not match with the marble in reality.

DARK COLLECTION

GM
-112

GM
-110

GM
-115

GM
-116

GM
-117

Mazoon

Global-1

Global Caves

ObarOphir



www.gmmc.om gmmcgmmc.om gmmcOman

Our Contacts

marketing@gmmc.om   -    info@gmmc.om

(+968) 23 13 26 68  

(+968) 72 55 53 53  

P.O. Box 2   |   P.C. 210   |   Salalah   |   Sultanate of Oman


